
TAKING THEIR WHIRLWIND ROMANCE TO 
THE NEXT LEVEL, GWEN STEFANI AND 
BLAKE SHELTON WILL TIE THE KNOT THIS 
SPRING — AND STAR HAS ALL THE DETAILS! 

By The Book

“Gwen is a total 
romantic, and not romantic, and not 

just when it comes to just when it comes to 
their wedding plans,” their wedding plans,” 

an insider tells Star. an insider tells Star. 
“In fact, she’s a huge “In fact, she’s a huge 

fan of Emily Brontë’s fan of Emily Brontë’s 
classic novel Wuthering classic novel Wuthering 

Heights, and insists Heights, and insists 
on calling Blake ‘my on calling Blake ‘my 

Heathcliff!’ ”Heathcliff!’ ”

They’ll be tying the knot 
at the Church of the Good 
Shepherd in Beverly Hills, 
which has been the site of 
several celebrity weddings.
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T’S on! Rumors that Gwen Stefani T’S on! Rumors that Gwen Stefani 
and Blake Shelton were headed for and Blake Shelton were headed for 
the altar have been floating around the altar have been floating around the altar have been floating around 
for months. But Star has learned for months. But Star has learned 
exclusively that the couple have exclusively that the couple have 
their plans set in stone and are ready their plans set in stone and are ready 
to sprint down the aisle this spring. to sprint down the aisle this spring. 

Surprisingly, country boy Blake won’t be Surprisingly, country boy Blake won’t be 
squiring lady love Gwen down the aisle squiring lady love Gwen down the aisle 
in Oklahoma or Tennessee — it’s going to in Oklahoma or Tennessee — it’s going to 
be a posh Beverly Hills affair!be a posh Beverly Hills affair!

“At first, they were talking about “At first, they were talking about 
getting married this fall, but because getting married this fall, but because 
of conflicts in their schedules, they’ve of conflicts in their schedules, they’ve of conflicts in their schedules, they’ve 
decided to tie the knot on May 5,” an decided to tie the knot on May 5,” an decided to tie the knot on May 5,” an 
insider tells Star. “Blake suggested hav-insider tells Star. “Blake suggested hav-
ing the wedding at his new lakeside home ing the wedding at his new lakeside home 
in Oklahoma, or at his Nashville estate, in Oklahoma, or at his Nashville estate, 
which would have been great for his which would have been great for his 
working-class buddies — but Gwen nixed working-class buddies — but Gwen nixed 
both ideas.” Gwen, who exchanged vows both ideas.” Gwen, who exchanged vows 
with her ex, Gavin Rossdale, in London with her ex, Gavin Rossdale, in London 
in 2002, wanted an over-the-top Paris in 2002, wanted an over-the-top Paris 
wedding, the insider adds, “but Blake wedding, the insider adds, “but Blake 
threw that idea out the window. They threw that idea out the window. They 
finally settled on the Church of the Good finally settled on the Church of the Good 
Shepherd in Beverly Hills, which is just Shepherd in Beverly Hills, which is just 
around the corner from Rodeo Drive!”around the corner from Rodeo Drive!”

DETAILS, DETAILSDETAILS, DETAILS
The sexy glam rocker and the self-The sexy glam rocker and the self-
described “redneck” have always been described “redneck” have always been 
an opposites-attract couple, so it’s no sur-an opposites-attract couple, so it’s no sur-
prise they’ve disagreed over some of the prise they’ve disagreed over some of the 
wedding particulars. “Gwen wanted to wedding particulars. “Gwen wanted to 

SAVE 
THE DATE!

Star has seen the 
gorgeous invitation for 

Gwen and Blake’s nuptials 
(reproduced at right), 
which will be held on 

May 5 at the Church of the 
Good Shepherd in Beverly 

Hills. “They decided a 
while back that they 

didn’t need a superlong 
engagement,” says a 

source. “The truth is, they 
are crazy in love and have 
wanted to get married as 

soon as possible. It just 
seemed to work out better 

for them to have the 
ceremony next spring.” 

BLAKE’S RED HOT MAMA ‘go big’ and had a guest list ‘go big’ and had a guest list 
of nearly 700 people, but of nearly 700 people, but 
Blake reined her in,” reveals Blake reined her in,” reveals 
the insider. “I believe the the insider. “I believe the 
list has been whittled down list has been whittled down 
to 400 and will include to 400 and will include 
close friends like Adam close friends like Adam 

Levine, Jennifer Aniston, Levine, Jennifer Aniston, 
Katy Perry, and Ellen Katy Perry, and Ellen 

DeGeneres. Gwen also DeGeneres. Gwen also 
wanted to have their celeb-wanted to have their celeb-
rity musician friends per-rity musician friends per-
form, but Blake didn’t want form, but Blake didn’t want 
the wedding to turn into the wedding to turn into 
a jam session. They will a jam session. They will 
sing a duet together — but sing a duet together — but 
don’t expect a sappy bal-don’t expect a sappy bal-
lad. I hear they’re planning lad. I hear they’re planning 
on performing Bon Jovi’s on performing Bon Jovi’s 
‘Blaze of Glory,’ a song ‘Blaze of Glory,’ a song 
they both love!”they both love!”

Blake’s mom, Dorothy Blake’s mom, Dorothy 

Shackleford, has also Shackleford, has also 
been putting in her two been putting in her two 
cents. “There’s always cents. “There’s always 
been some friction between Gwen and been some friction between Gwen and 
Dorothy,” the insider insists. “They’re Dorothy,” the insider insists. “They’re 
like oil and water. So whenever Dorothy like oil and water. So whenever Dorothy 
has made her own suggestions about the has made her own suggestions about the 
planning, Gwen has gently but firmly planning, Gwen has gently but firmly 
insisted she’d do it her own way.”insisted she’d do it her own way.”

Now, the rest of the preparations are Now, the rest of the preparations are 
going smoothly. “They’re looking at a going smoothly. “They’re looking at a 
$3 million tab, and Gwen is paying for $3 million tab, and Gwen is paying for 
everything!” claims the insider. A second everything!” claims the insider. A second everything!” claims the insider. A second 

source says, “Blake is so laid-back that source says, “Blake is so laid-back that 
he’s happy to let her run the show.” The he’s happy to let her run the show.” The 
source adds that Gwen will be wearing source adds that Gwen will be wearing 
“a white, lacy, long-sleeved dress — and “a white, lacy, long-sleeved dress — and 
she’s already selected vintage wedding she’s already selected vintage wedding 
rings she actually found online.”rings she actually found online.”

EX-TREME DECISIONEX-TREME DECISION
A few things, however, have yet to be A few things, however, have yet to be 
nailed down — including whether the nailed down — including whether the 
duo will invite their exes. Blake, 40, duo will invite their exes. Blake, 40, 
has maintained a frosty distance from has maintained a frosty distance from 
Miranda Lambert since their acrimo-Miranda Lambert since their acrimo-
nious divorce in July 2015. Gwen, 47, nious divorce in July 2015. Gwen, 47, 
who announced her split with Gavin just who announced her split with Gavin just 
two weeks later, reportedly met with two weeks later, reportedly met with 
him last August to assure him that Blake him last August to assure him that Blake 
would be a great step-dad to their sons would be a great step-dad to their sons 
Kingston, 10, Zuma, 8, and Apollo, 2. Kingston, 10, Zuma, 8, and Apollo, 2. 
“If Gwen and Blake do invite Gavin and “If Gwen and Blake do invite Gavin and 
Miranda, it will probably be plus-one, Miranda, it will probably be plus-one, 
which means Miranda could show up which means Miranda could show up 
with her boyfriend, singer Anderson with her boyfriend, singer Anderson with her boyfriend, singer Anderson 

East, which could be interesting,” says East, which could be interesting,” says 
the insider.the insider.

In the meantime, Gwen and Blake — In the meantime, Gwen and Blake — 
who are said to be considering a honey-who are said to be considering a honey-
moon in Hawaii, Fiji or Bali — are moon in Hawaii, Fiji or Bali — are 
happily looking forward to the big day. happily looking forward to the big day. happily looking forward to the big day. 
“They’re keeping the location of the “They’re keeping the location of the 
post-ceremony reception a secret, and post-ceremony reception a secret, and 
I’m guessing they’ll have transportation I’m guessing they’ll have transportation 
arranged to take their guests from the arranged to take their guests from the 
church to the party,” the insider says. church to the party,” the insider says. 
“I’m sure it’s going to be a wild one!”“I’m sure it’s going to be a wild one!”H
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Blake’s mom, 
Dorothy 
Shackleford — who 
divorced his dad, 
Dick Shelton, in 
1985 — was quite 
the looker (and live 
wire) in her day. 
Now on her fourth 
marriage, Dorothy, 
70, has put her wild-
child ways behind 
her, but “she still 
loves a good party 
and has tons of 
personality,” says a 
source. The insider 
adds that Dorothy 
and Gwen “have 
often butted heads, 
but at the end of the 
day, she appreciates 
the fact that her 
son is happy.”

Blake’s mom 
Dorothy, 
now (above), 
and then 
(right).


